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Written by leadership expert Elaine L. Wilmore, this ideal resource helps aspiring and practicing superintendents attain
proficiency in the Educational Leadership Constituent Council (ELCC) standards.
A fresh look at fundraising that depends upon the donor lifecycle, resulting in increased financial resources over time and
a more stable bottom line for nonprofits A guide to better and more strategic fundraising, Donor Cultivation and the Donor
Life Cycle Map presents the donor lifecycle map, which is circular in form, revealing how the convergence of the two
subject matters—cultivation and the lifecycle map—can lead to better and more strategic fundraising. Author Deborah
Kaplan Polivy specifically addresses the topic of cultivation and how, when focused over the donor lifecycle, it can
become a logical and focused activity for obtaining increasingly large gifts. Step-by-step guidance and practical tools for
understanding and making the most of the donor lifecycle Coverage includes Introduction to Donor Cultivation, Defining
Donor Cultivation, Donor Cultivation Tools and the Donor Lifecycle: How and Where They Intersect, and Impediments to
the Implementation Process Features a companion website with a variety of online tools to help readers implement key
concepts Part of the Wiley Nonprofit Authority Series Donor Cultivation and the Donor Life Cycle Map seeks to change
the perspective from transactional fundraising to recurring fundraising, beginning with the first donation and extending to
the very last—an endowment that keeps on giving even after death.
Hank Rosso's Achieving Excellence in Fund Raising, 3rd Edition, explains the fund raising profession's major principles,
concepts and techniques. A host of respected authors demonstrate why fund raising is a strategic management
discipline, and elucidate each step in the fund raising cycle: assessing human and societal needs, setting goals, selecting
gift markets and fund raising techniques, soliciting new gifts, and encouraging renewals. This book provides a conceptual
foundation for the fund raising profession, thoroughly examining its principles, strategies and methods. Using practical
examples, the authors explain the reasoning behind the planning and selection of strategies for all fund raising activities.
Edited by Gene Tempel, Executive Director of Indiana University's Center on Philanthropy, this third edition of the
Rosso's fund raising classic both retains the original philosophical principles of the first edition and offers new insights on
recent fund raising developments. Each chapter has been updated, and Tempel has added new sections on technology
and fund raising, the internet, women as donors, stewardship, and fund raising as a profession. Authors include such
fund raising luminaries as Tim Seiler, Dwight Burlingame, Lilya Wagner, Mal Warwick, Kay Sprinkel Grace and Kim Klein.
A newly revised and updated edition of the ultimate resource fornonprofit managers If you're a nonprofit manager, you
probably spend a good deal ofyour time tracking down hard-to-find answers to complicatedquestions. The Nonprofit
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Manager's Resource Directory, SecondEdition provides instant answers to all your questions concerningnonprofitoriented product and service providers, Internet sites,funding sources, publications, support and advocacy groups,
andmuch more. If you need help finding volunteers, understanding newlegislation, or writing grant proposals, help has
arrived. Thisnew, updated edition features expanded coverage of important issuesand even more answers to all your
nonprofit questions. Revised to keep vital information up to the minute, The NonprofitManager's Resource Directory,
Second Edition: * Contains more than 2,000 detailed listings of both nonprofit andfor-profit resources, products, and
services * Supplies complete details on everything from assistance andsupport groups to software vendors and Internet
servers, managementconsultants to list marketers * Provides information on all kinds of free and low-cost
productsavailable to nonprofits * Features an entirely new section on international issues * Plus: 10 bonus sections
available only on CD-ROM The Nonprofit Manager's Resource Directory, Second Edition has theinformation you need to
keep your nonprofit alive and well in thesechallenging times. Topics include: * Accountability and Ethics * Assessment
and Evaluation * Financial Management * General Management * Governance * Human Resource Management *
Information Technology * International Third Sector * Leadership * Legal Issues * Marketing and Communications *
Nonprofit Sector Overview * Organizational Dynamics and Design * Philanthropy * Professional Development * Resource
Development * Social Entrepreneurship * Strategic Planning * Volunteerism
A comprehensive workbook covering all aspects of successful nonprofit development One of the most significant factors
in the success of any marketing and fundraising program is the ability and willingness of the organization to take the time
to develop an integrated development plan with realistic budgets, timelines, and areas of responsibility. The Nonprofit
Development Companion examines all aspects of successful development and includes useable templates and
examples that can be adapted for application within any nonprofit organization. Covers a specific element in each
chapter, including mission, strategic planning, case for support, marketing/communications, use of volunteers,
fundraising program, recordkeeping system, CEO, governing board, and development staffing Includes templates and
samples to provide specific examples to use right away Offers a new approach to nonprofit fundraising and marketing
Based on sound development principles, this book gives you the step-by-step guidance you need to build and run a
successful development program.
An invaluable—and affordable—collection of essential fundraising titles from three widely respected fundraising experts
Written by renowned nonprofit leaders Stanley Weinstein, Brydon DeWitt, and Erik Daubert, Fundraising Essentials
provides you with proven fundraising strategies that are easy to achieve and don't require significant resources or
extensive knowledge of fundraising. This e-book bundle explores all aspects of nonprofit fundraising, from creating and
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recreating your mission statement and knowing when your organization is ready to launch its campaign to getting your
volunteer force purposefully engaged. The Complete Guide to Fundraising Management, Third Edition/Stanley
Weinstein—an A to Z direction for planning, cost effective fundraising strategies, Internet fundraising, and much more The
Nonprofit Development Companion: A Workbook for Fundraising Success/Brydon M. DeWitt—a thorough, to-the-point
fundraising blueprint covering all aspects of successful nonprofit development The Annual Campaign/Erik J.
Daubert—solid advice for building and managing a well-run annual support campaign for your organization Packed with
countless tools and techniques for fundraising success, this unique e-book collection presents straightforward guidelines
and step-by-step instructions to help your nonprofit make the most of its monetary and staffing resources.
Capital Campaigns: Strategies That Work, Fourth Edition serves as an essential guide for capital campaigns of all sizes
and configurations, from small start-ups to colleges and universities. Ideal for novices and experienced professionals
alike, this practical, hands-on guide is now a standard reference in the field. Since the publication of the last edition, the
field of fundraising has undergone a major sea change thanks to widespread use of the internet as a tool for raising
capital. This thoroughly revised fourth edition has been updated in every chapter to reflect the current ways of
communicating and raising money in this digital era. It offers a new chapter on social media and crowd-sourced
fundraising in capital campaigns as well as a new chapter on getting your board of directors campaign-ready.
LEARN THE SECRETS TO BUILDING AND MANAGING A SUCCESSFUL ANNUAL SUPPORT CAMPAIGN FOR
YOUR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION Whether your organization is building its first annual support campaign or working
on its hundredth, The Annual Campaign offers a fresh look at how your organization can raise the most money possible
by effectively engaging staff, board, volunteers, donors, and prospects in embracing your mission and rallying to its
cause. This nuts-and-bolts book presents practical advice on: The secrets to running an effective, well-coordinated
annual campaign Why your annual campaign needs a strong support base How to know when your organization is ready
to launch its campaign Best practices for growing human relationships—and big pledges and gifts How to get your
volunteer force purposefully engaged Brimming with step-by-step guidance and practical tools, including checklists for
annual support campaigns, assessments for campaign readiness, sample pledge cards, cultivation tips for obtaining
larger gifts, and much more, The Annual Campaign is the only guide you'll need to launch a successful—and abundantly
lucrative—annual campaign.
Managing Technology to Meet Your Mission is a practical resource that will help nonprofit professionals make smart,
strategic decisions about technology. The book shows how to effectively manage technology and offers practical advice
for decision makers and staff alike who often have little or no experience with technology. With contributions from the top
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experts in the nonprofit technology field, this must-have guide addresses technology planning and people. It includes the
tools you need to get the work done, and the knowledge that will help you communicate better, evaluate technology
investments, raise money, and more. Written in nontechnical language the book covers a broad spectrum of topics
including: Achieving IT Alignment with Your Mission Steve Heye, YMCA of the USA Managing Technology Change
Dahna Goldstein, PhilanTech Measuring the Return on Investment of Technology Beth Kanter, trainer, blogger and
consultant IT Planning and Prioritizing Peter Campbell, Earthjustice Finding and Keeping the Right PeopleJames L.
Weinberg and Cassie Scarano, Commongood Careers Budgeting For and Funding Technology Scott McCallum and
Keith R. Thode, Aidmatrix Foundation Introduction to IT and Systems Kevin Lo and Willow Cook, TechSoup Global
Where Are Your Stakeholders, and What Are They Doing Online? Michael Cervino, Beaconfire Consulting Effective
Online CommunicationsJohn Kenyon, nonprofit technology strategist Effective Online Fundraising Madeline Stanionis,
Watershed The Future if IT in NonprofitsEdward Granger-Happ, Save the Children Praise for Managing Technology to
Meet Your Mission "This invaluable guide for nonprofit leaders proves that nonprofit organizations can and should
embrace technology, rather than being scared of or intimidated by it!" —Kristie Ferketich, senior strategist, Google Grants,
Google Inc. "NTEN's Managing Technology to Meet Your Mission can help leaders craft a technology strategy that
makes sense and builds ROI while also providing inspiration for their staff and supporters!" —Jonathon D. Colman,
associate director and web evangelista, digital marketing, The Nature Conservancy "This book shows what NTEN does
best: Bring together a wide range of voices to provide practical technology strategies and know-how to help nonprofits
more efficiently and effectively move their own missions forward." —Marnie Webb, TechSoup Global
Written by fundraising experts Tom Ahern and Simone Joyaux, Keep Your Donors is a new, winning guide to making
disappointing donor retention rates a thing of the past. This practical and provocative book will show you how to master
the strategies and tactics that make fundraising communications profitable. Filled with case studies and based in part on
the CFRE and AFP job analyses, Keep Your Donors is your definitive guide to getting new donors—and keeping them—for
many years to come.
Whether you're just beginning an annual giving program, or trying to improve an existing one, this is the one book you
must have. With Donor Focused Strategies for Annual Giving, you'll take a fresh look at annual giving from the donor's
perspective, which will enable you to better match donor interests to your organization's needs. Most important, you'll
learn how to implement a significant new model--the annual integrated development program--today's most donorsensitive, effective fund raising strategy for the long term.
The first to make the connection between the new standards and the principal's leadership role in creating and sustaining
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a school's culture and values, this simple, consistent format includes a standard, followed by the philosophical framework
and case studies.
Your guide to acing the TExEs exam This best-selling handbook is the definitive resource for prospective principals who
want to boost student performance and demonstrate outstanding school leadership. Thoroughly updated to address the
completely revamped TExES exam, this new edition details: The domains and competencies of successful school
leadership The leadership philosophy on which TexES is constructed A sample test and important areas to focus on
What to do in the weeks, days, and even the night before the test An extensive list of additional resources to supplement
each domain
Writing high quality grant applications is easier when you know how research funding agencies work and how your
proposal is treated in the decision-making process. The Research Funding Toolkit provides this knowledge and teaches
you the necessary skills to write high quality grant applications. A complex set of factors determine whether research
projects win grants. This handbook helps you understand these factors and then face and overcome your personal
barriers to research grant success. The guidance also extends to real-world challenges of grant-writing, such as
obtaining the right feedback, dealing effectively with your employer and partner institutions, and making multiple
applications efficiently. There are many sources that will tell you what a fundable research grant application looks like.
Very few help you learn the skills you need to write one. The Toolkit fills this gap with detailed advice on creating and
testing applications that are readable, understandable and convincing.
Management and the Arts, Fourth Edition provides you with theory and practical applications from all management
perspectives including planning, marketing, finance, economics, organizational, staffing, and group dynamics ALL related
to an arts organization. Whether you are a manager in a theatre, museum, dance company, or opera, you will gain useful
insights into management. Topics written especially to help you with your management skills include: * How arts
organizations and management evolved * The theories and processes behind strategic planning and decision making *
Organizing and organizational design * Staffing and personal relations * The tools and techniques available from
communicating effectively and keeping track of information * Budgeting, fundraising, and financial management *
Integrating various management theories and practical applications * How to work effectively with boards * Sections on emarketing and Web marketing * Includes: case studies, statistics, career, and financial information Revised to reflect the
latest thinking and trends in managing organizations and people, Management and the Arts, Fourth Edition features classtested questions in each chapter, which help you to integrate the material and develop ideas as to how the situations and
problems could have been handled. Case studies focus on the challenges facing managers and organizations every day,
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and "In The News quotes give you real-world examples of principles and theories. Developing career skills and options,
graduate and postgraduate training opportunities, and professional organizations and conferences are highlighted.
Money and Marketing Social Profit Biz Basics, is the third of a four part series for Social Profits to journey through
practical learning on the business basics needed with any social profit organization. In Social Profit Biz Basics on Money
and Marketing, Gordon gives readers scenarios that correlate to building an effective brand for a targeted market to
increase revenues. The use of parallel's, from bathroom to business, give the reader a clear visual of how to create
powerful story and profitable fundraising strategies. The process takes the participant from being stuck to being in flow. In
this book, readers gain insight on the importance of understanding what their brand and story says about the constituents
they service as well as the donors they ask to support them. Use this easy bathroom read, as a way to build your story
and fundraise for your on-purpose social profit entity.
With an emphasis on Great Britain, presents a global view of the lobbying industry, explaining its history, ethical and regulatory
frameworks, mechanics, and the techniques employed by lobbyists around the world.
Learn step by step how to craft a winning case statement! This tool in the Excellence in Fund Raising Workbook Series offers you
a practical, hands-on guide to creating the cornerstone of any successful fund raising program--an effective case for support.
Written by Tim Seiler--a leader in the field of fund raising and a disciple of master fund raiser Hank Rosso--Developing Your Case
for Support provides you with a complete framework for bringing together all the reasons nonprofits know they are worthy of
support, and shows you how to develop a case that makes those reasons concrete and real for donors. Filled with helpful
worksheets and examples, the workbook features a step-by-step methodology for gathering, organizing, and using the information
essential for developing a compelling case statement.
Elaine L. Wilmore guides superintendents in Texas and elsewhere through the certification test in Passing the Superintendent
TExES Exam, the sequel to her best-selling Passing the Principal TExES Exam. This comprehensive resource is a must-have for
anyone taking the superintendent TExES exam, but it will also be useful to others across the nation and around the world as the
Texas standards are closely aligned with those of the Educational Leadership Constituent Council (ELCC). By breaking down the
domains and competencies of the test into manageable components, Wilmore guides readers through personal success plans to
superintendent certification.
As nonprofit organizations face heightened scrutiny by the general public, donors, regulators, and members of Congress, the Third
Edition of the essential book on the basics of fundraising provides new, up-to-date and valuable information that every fundraiser
needs to know. With ethics and accountability being the primary theme of the Third Edition, this practical guide will continue to
provide an overview of the field and give development staff, managers, and directors a platform from which to operate their
fundraising programs. The new edition also provides much needed information on giving trends, computer hardware and software
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available for fundraisers, cost estimates and workflow timetables, and the importance of the Internet. This primer remains a musthave for anyone new to the fundraising arena.
Written by high-profile experts in the PR field, The Library PR Handbook is the essential reader for those looking to spice up their
librarys message and get the word out.
"You've got a great idea that will increase revenue or productivity--but how do you get approval to make it happen? By building a
business case that clearly shows its value. Maybe you struggle to win support for projects because you're not sure what kind of
data your stakeholders will trust, or naysayers always seem to shoot your ideas down at the last minute. Or perhaps you're
intimidated by analysis and number crunching, so you just take a stab at estimating costs and benefits, with little confidence in
your accuracy. To get any idea off the ground at your company you'll have to make a strong case for it. This guide gives you the
tools to do that"-The second edition of this best-selling book provides new and updated information that every beginning fundraiser or board
member needs. Case studies and real-life examples provide practical guidance and an overview of the field while giving board
members and development staff, managers, and directors a platform from which to operate their fundraising programs. This primer
remains a must-have for anyone entering the fundraising or studying for the CFRE exam.
This reference work defines more than 1,200 terms and concepts that have been found useful in past research and theory on the
nonprofit sector. The entries reflect the importance of associations, citizen participation, philanthropy, voluntary action, nonprofit
management, volunteer administration, leisure, and political activities of nonprofits. They also reflect a concern for the wider range
of useful general concepts in theory and research that bear on the nonprofit sector and its manifestations in the United States and
elsewhere. This dictionary supplies some of the necessary foundational work on the road toward a general theory of the nonprofit
sector.

This groundbreaking book â€“ now in its second edition â€“ offers important insights, critical strategies, and useful tools
to enhance your organization's performance and raise more charitable contributions. Joyaux challenges the fundraising
profession to focus on organizational development rather than merely promoting fundraising technicians. Joyaux
integrates staff work with that of volunteers and demands a basic change in the way we do business.
Have you been thinking about starting a mentoring program in your organization? Do you already have a program and
want to refine it? Either way, this is the book for you. Along with a practical, step-by-step roadmap for implementing a
program, Mentoring the Future helps you build a powerful business case for mentoring in your organization.
The Leadership Transitions and Team Building Collection includes two important books: The First 90 Days, Updated and
Expanded, by Michael D. Watkins, and The Alliance, by Reid Hoffman, Ben Casnocha, and Chris Yeh. Transitions are a
critical time for leaders. In fact, most agree that moving into a new role is the biggest challenge a manager will face.
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While transitions offer a chance to start fresh and make needed changes in an organization, they also place leaders in a
position of acute vulnerability. Missteps made during the crucial first three months in a new role can jeopardize or even
derail your success. In The First 90 Days, Watkins offers proven strategies for conquering the challenges of
transitions—no matter where you are in your career. The Alliance, coauthored by the founder of LinkedIn, introduces a
new, realistic loyalty pact between employer and employee. The employer-employee relationship is broken, and
managers face a seemingly impossible dilemma: the old model of guaranteed long-term employment no longer works in
a business environment defined by continuous change, but neither does a system in which every employee acts like a
free agent. The solution? Stop thinking of employees as either family or as free agents. Think of them instead as allies.
This bold but practical guide for managers and executives will give you the tools you need to recruit, manage, and retain
the kind of employees who will make your company thrive in today’s world of constant innovation and fast-paced
change.
Now in its Fourth Edition, Effectively Managing and Leading Human Service Organizations continues to provide
invaluable creative ideas for achieving managerial success. Authors Ralph Brody and Murali Nair dissect and diagnose
common workplace dilemmas, offering current and future managers the skills to implement positive changes in
organizations large and small. Easy-to-read, this book connects a conceptual framework and essential managerial
practices with hundreds of real-life examples and case studies of applied managerial skills in organizational settings.
If you truly want to be successful in raising money from foundations a nd corporations, there are many steps you must
take before a proposal goes out the door. And there are many things you must do after it is i n the hands of the potential
funder. And that's why you should have a copy of Corporate and Foundation Fund Raising: A Compete Guide from th e
Inside. It's the only step-by-step guide that provides a total and c omprehensive strategic approach to fund raising. You'll
get a wealth o f hands-on techniques, strategy tips, real-life examples, war stories, time-saving forms, suggested
readings, a glossary, and an extensive b ibliography.
This updated edition of Mal Warwick's landmark book Revolution in the Mailbox has been thoroughly revised to provide
your nonprofit organization with the most current and comprehensive survey of direct mail fundraising available
anywhere. If you follow Warwick’s practical, down-to-earth advice, direct mail will help your organization grow, gain
visibility, involve your donors, increase its efficiency, and achieve financial stability. Written in an easy, conversational
style, this latest edition is filled with real-world examples and illustrations showing how you can realize the full potential of
direct mail by putting it to work as a strategic tool.
One of the best selling books in its series, Capital Campaigns: Strategies that Work, Third Edition has served as a guide
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for campaigns of all sizes and configurations from small start-ups to colleges and universities. This book is a practical,
hands-on guide to capital campaigns. It covers the field in its entirety and provides a useful, friendly, well-organized
resource for novices and experienced professionals alike. Now in its third edition, Capital Campaigns: Strategies that
Work, Third Edition has become a standard reference on this topic. It outlines step by step what you need to know to
conduct a capital campaign and gets the point across with real life stories about campaigns. Charts, check-lists,
timetables, budgets, and worksheets provide formats and samples that the reader can use or adapt for her campaign.
This reference has also been updated to reflect the most recent trends in capital campaigns and now includes a CDROM full of reference material.
Now in its Third Edition, Effectively Managing Human Service Organizations continues to provide invaluable advice for
achieving managerial success. Ralph Brody dissects and diagnoses common workplace dilemmas, arming practicing
managers with the skills to implement positive changes in their organizations. While retaining much of the valuable
information from the previous editions, the Third Edition adds up-to-date information and ideas to chapters on developing
leadership, planning strategically, solving organizational problems, addressing challenging employee situations,
monitoring financial statements, improving internal and external communications, and obtaining funding from private
foundations. Easy to read, the book contains hundreds of real-life examples and specific guidance in developing skills
necessary to manage large and small organizations.
Like library users, library donors hail from all walks of life. Regardless of the scope or complexity of library fundraising,
successful efforts are always about forging and strengthening relationships with the range of stakeholders throughout the
community. Dowd and her team from Library Strategies, a consulting group of the Friends of St. Paul Public Library,
share proven strategies that have brought in more than $1 million annually. Believing that private fundraising is a natural
for libraries large and small, they start with 12 facts about library fundraising and focus on activities with the highest
return. Tips and features include: The gift pyramid model for developing the culture of giving that leads to big gifts
Overcoming fears of sponsorship and embracing cause-related marketing Pitching the appropriate charitable gift
Confronting common fears of requesting major gifts The pros and cons of membership programs
A landmark three-volume reference work documenting philanthropy and the nonprofit sector throughout American history,
edited by the field's most widely recognized authority. * Over 200 A-Z entries on people, events, organizations, and ideas
in U.S. philanthropic history * Nearly 200 contributors--distinguished scholars from a variety of disciplines * Over 75
primary source documents from the Poor Laws of 1601 to excerpts from the Filer Commission Report of 1975 *
Chronology of important events in philanthropic history
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The Power of Legacy and Planned Gifts provides practical knowledge and tools nonprofits need to connect with loyal
donors, resulting in a stream of future income that will sustain and advance their mission. Filled with illustrative real-world
examples and cases, as well as worksheets to guide the reader, the book details a simple, multi-stage process for
nonprofits to build a pipeline of future bequest income and offers donors perspective on making their gifts in a way that
will best accomplish their goals. Praise for The Power of Legacy and Planned Gifts "Kevin Johnson has done a great job
making clear the process and the implications of a bequest to a charity. A nonprofit's workers and its donors will be well
served in reading this book." —Bill Gates, Sr., author, Showing Up for Life "Regardless of the size, vintage, or mission of
your organization, you can use this book. If this is the part of fundraising you have been avoiding, Kevin's sensible advice
can get your team started and get results sooner than you think." —Joan Flanagan, fundraiser, Center for New
Community, and author, Successful Fundraising "Bequests are the key for small and medium-sized charities to survive
and thrive. Kevin clearly shows how board and staff can easily develop the comfort and confidence to build effective
relations with donors, and help them tell their stories and express their deepest values through bequests. Oh, that we all
had this book years ago!" —Roger Ellison, vice president for planned giving, West Texas Rehabilitation Center Foundation
"Kevin's insights into donor motivation and the richness of our story have resulted in a substantial increase in planned
gifts to our organization." —Karlene McCabe, executive director, Greenbelt Land Trust Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Museums throughout the world have common needs and face common challenges. Keeping up-to-date with new ideas
and changing practice is challenging for small and medium-sized museums where time for reading and training is often
restricted. This new edition of Museum Basics has therefore been produced for the many museums worldwide that
operate with limited resources and few professional staff. The comprehensive training course provided within the book is
also suitable for museum studies students who wish to gain a full understanding of work within a museum. Drawing from
a wide range of practical experience, the authors provide a basic guide to all aspects of museum work, from audience
development and education, through collections management and conservation, to museum organisation and forward
planning. Organised on a modular basis with over 110 Units, Museum Basics can be used as a reference work to assist
day-to-day museum management and as the key textbook in pre-service and in-service training programmes. It is
designed to be supplemented by case studies, project work and group discussion. This third edition has been fully
updated and extended to take account of the many changes that have occurred in the world of museums in the last five
years. It includes over 100 new diagrams supporting the text, a glossary, sources of information and support as well as a
select bibliography. Museum Basics is also now supported by its own companion website providing a wide range of
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additional resources for the reader.
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